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Number
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Case ORI

Unlawful Poss. of a Controlled
Substance-Any quantity of Sched. I or II,
201701/23/2017
2510 GILSTRAP CT
22
or Flunitrazepam, Ketamine; Warrant
CO0230100
00001846; 01:05:00;
Arrest-Other Agency; Possession of drug
paraphernalia (petty offense);
Glenwood Springs Officers identified a male suspect known to have active warrants at a local business. Officers contacted and arrested the
male and found narcotics and paraphernalia on his person. The male was transported and lodged a the Garfield County Jail on two Felony
Nationwide Warrants (OCA# D0232015CR000120 and OCA# 16-14853) out of Garfield County and drug charges.
Shane
Kenneth
Emil
Roberts ;

Drove vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol or drugs; Driving on divided or
56 Oak Creek CO controlled-access highways; Failed to
CO0230100
provide proof of insurance; Drove vehicle
with excessive alcohol content;
Glenwood Springs Officers received a report of a vehicle traveling east bound on a west bound on -ramp on a local roadway. Officers
responded to the location and contacted a female suspect driver. Officers determined the female to be under the influence of alcohol. The
female was arrested on several traffic charges. The female was released on summons and the case is closed and cleared by issuance of a
summons.

201701/23/2017
00001909; 23:40:00;

39.5535218050000000, 107.3325615090000000

Amy
Margaret
Ploeger ;

Assault in the 2nd Degree Strangulation; Assault in the third degree
3312 S GRAND AVE
30
(simple) (misdemeanor); Violation of bail CO0230100
bond conditions (felony); Resisting arrest
(misdemeanor);
Officers arrested an adult male for domestic violence assault at a local residence in addition to resisting arrest and violation of bond
conditions. An adult male and an adult female were also arrested at the residence for obstruction of a police officer.
Rigoberto
FelixChaparro ;

201701/26/2017
00002053; 14:30:00;

Glenwood
CO
Springs

201701/26/2017
Jennifer Lee
Glenwood
1016 MINTER AVE
57
CO
CO0230100
00002064; 16:56:00;
Vanian ;
Springs
On-going neighbor dispute regarding snow being shoveled on neighbors property. After numerous warnings the culprit was issued a summons to
Municipal Court.

201701/27/2017
Stephen
51171 USHY 6
54
Petty Theft-Shoplifting;
00002147; 15:12:00;
Grace ;
Officers issued a summons to an adult male for petty theft. The male had shop-lifted from a local business.

201701/28/2017
Nina Kether
Glenwood
CO
901 PALMER AVE
61
Springs
00002245; 12:26:00;
Axelrod ;
Several neighbors contacted us regarding this ongoing issue of this residence not clearing the snow. Summons was issued.

CO0230100

CO0230100

Vehicle had only one number plate
attached; Drove vehicle while revoked as
201701/28/2017
Glenwood
a habitual traffic offender (misd); Failed
3300 MIDLAND AVE
Levi Sharpe ; 25
CO
CO0230100
00002254; 11:25:00;
Springs
to provide proof of insurance; Drove
vehicle while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs;
Officers whilst on patrol observed a motor vehicle without a front license plate. On investigation the driver was found to be impaired
through drugs. The male driver was arrested for DUI - Drugs, NPOI and No Front License Plate. The male was later released on a summons.

201701/29/2017
00002316; 00:02:00;

300 6TH ST

Lauren
Elizabeth
Seeley ;

18

Colorado
Springs

CO

Illegal Poss or cons of ethyl alcohol or
marijuana by underage person, one
ounce or less ; Failed to obey traffic
CO0230100
control signal; Drove vehicle while under
the influence of alcohol or drugs;

Officers whilst on patrol observed a suspect vehicle fail to stop at a red light. Driver was contacted and showed signs of impairment
through drugs. Female driver, also under the age of 21 arrested for DUI (Drugs), Under age use of Marijuana and Disobey Red Light

Brittni
Los
Michelle
32
CA Warrant Arrest-Other Agency;
CO0230100
Angeles
Collins ;
Glenwood Springs Officers contacted a female driver for a traffic violation along a local roadway. Officers identified the suspect female
and found two active Felony Warrants out of Kansas (OCA#16-1197). The female was arrested and lodged at the Garfield County Jail on the
warrants. The case is closed and cleared by arrest.

201701/30/2017
00002418; 01:03:00;

800 GRAND AVE
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